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The basic identities oo oo
Suppose that a (x) = ^ a^x 1 and u (x) = ^ u^/x 1 are formal power series in 1/x 1=1 i=o with coefficients from a field K, and suppose that a^ ^= 0. Under these conditions there 00 exists a unique formal power series b (y) = ^ b^y 1 with coefficients from the field K 1=1 satisfying b(\la(x)) = 1/x, or equivalently a(l/b(y)) = 1/y [9] . These relations imply that a^b^ = 1. Now put (1.1) v
(y)=-yu(l|b(y))b r (y)|b(y),
00
and write v (y) == ^ vjy 1 . Substituting y = \\a (x) into (1.1) and simplifying yields 1=0 the (equivalent) formula (1.2) u (x) = -xv (I/a (x)) a' (x)/a (x).
Substituting y = oo into (1.1) or ^=00 into (1.2) yields UQ = VQ.
We now define two sequences { A^ (x) j n = 0, 1, 2, ... }, { B^ (y) | n = 0, 1, 2, ... } of polynomials by (1.3) f^OO/x^1n The basic identity is given in the following theorem. where the last equality is obtained by interchanging the roles of x and ^. D
THEOREM. -We have
Formal E-sequences
In analogy to Pisot's definition of an E-sequence, let us define a formal E-sequence to be a sequence of polynomials { Co (x), Ci (x\ C^ (x\ ... } such that deg (€") = 72 and deg(C^+i (^-C^Oc) 2 /^-! (jc)) ^ 1. As opposed to Pisot's E-sequence, two consecutive elements of a formal E-sequence do not determine the rest of the formal E-sequences. A"+lA"_l-A^=(l/./^+ l +a"+l)(M/a nl +a"_l)-(M/a"+a") 2 "-l +a"_lM/a n+l -2a"M/a n +oc"+la"_l-a 2 .
Each term in the right hand side of the latter expression has degree ^ n -1, except for the term ^.lU/a^1 which has degree n if OLn-i,i ^ 0. Thus the coefficient of x" in A^i A^_i-A^ is the coefficient of x" in a^_i M/a^1 which is ^n-i.1 Uo/a^1. Then, if n ^ 2, we see by (
which is i;o (vo b^ -v^ b^). Direct computation shows that this equals UQ Co/a 2 .
In [7] , Galyean gives a proof, using algebraic function theory, that the sequence { A^ (x) } is a formal E-sequence.
In [10] , Pisot showed that if { CQ, e^, e^, ... } is an E-sequence, then there exist unique real numbers X > 0 and 9 ^ 1 such that lim sup|^-X,9"| ^ 1/2 (9-I) 2 .
n->oo
We shall obtain analogues of these results for formal E-sequences and for some more general sequences of polynomials.
2.2. THEOREM. -Supposeno ^ 1, s ^ 1, h ^ OJare integers and {€" (x) \ n = 0, 1, 2,... } is a sequence of polynomials satisfying
Then if w > n ^ ^o» 4^ in the last formula and simplifying yields (2.7). D n=o
Rational formal E-sequences
Suppose { €n I n == 0, 1, 2, ... } is an E-sequence of rational integers satisfyinĝ = X9"+£», where X + 0, 6 > 1 are real numbers and -1/2 ^ s^ < 1/2. Pisot [10] 00 00
has shown that if ^ s^ < oo then the function ^ ejz^ is rational. Other conditions n=l n=l for rationality, depending upon the rate at which the £" approach 0 as r -> oo, have been obtained by Pisot [10] and the author [4] . Here we study the analogous problem for formal E-sequences and more general sequences of polynomials. This problem has also been studied by Bateman and Duquette [1] and Grandet-Hugo [9] . We obtain more precise results and use entirely different methods of proof. If Cn (x) is a formal E-sequence and
for all large n and, by Theorem 2.2 there exist ^ (x), 9 (x) such that deg (€" -^9") ^ -3 for all large n, and thus the hypotheses of the following theorem are satisfied. 
. The ^ (x) are the conjugates of ^ (x) over the algebraic field extension K (x, 9 (x))/K (x). Now an elementary partial fraction expansion yields
Next /?i and p^ have non-zero constant terms, so 
Then p^ (z)/pi (z) is a polynomial q (z) and then
this yields the upper bound for deg (o^ (x)\ Since ^ + 0, when
we obtain the exact degree in this case. D 4® SERIE -TOME 9 -1976 -? 2 Proof. -The coefficients of the monic irreducible polynomial satisfied by the ^ (x) are symmetric functions of the n, (x), hence polynomials of degree ^ 0. Thus these coefficients are constant and this means that the H( are constant. D Suppose now that 9 e K {1/x} is of degree s ^ 1 and X e K {1/x} is of degree h ^ 0. Suppose X9" = Cn 00+£n Qc), where €" (x) is a polynomial (of degree ns+h) and €" (x) has degree ^-1. Suppose further that e^Qc) has degree ^-2s-l for all large TZ, say n ^ HQ. Consider the equations Ife^. = 0 for all large n and 7 <7o, thens^ = £ a^o Sn-i.jo. It follows that if e^->0 L»=o as n -> oo then all a^o are 0, 0 ^ ; < e, so that all conjugates of 6 have degree < 0. Following [1] let us call a non-constant 9eK { 1/x } a PV element if it is algebraic over K [1/x] and all of its conjugates have degree < 0 and call 9 a T-element if all of its conjugates have degree ^ 0 and it is not PV.
We have proven: r (x, z) is irreducible.
THEOREM. -Suppose 9 (x) is of degree s and that \(x) has degree h ^ 0. If {K (x) 9 (x)" } has degree ^ -2 s-1 for all n ^ n^ then 9 (x) is a PV or T element
In [8] Grandet-Hugot showed that the PV elements in k {1/x }, where A: is a finite field, do not form a closed subset. We shall prove the much stronger. where the expression in parentheses has degree 0. Thus deg (9-a) <-h. Similarly the polynomial y h (c(y)-x)-x has one root 9' of degree 1 which is a T element, and deg(a-9') <-h+l.
Formal identities for F-sequences
Suppose CQ, c^, c^, ... is a sequence of complex numbers with CQ -^ 0. Put
and define a sequence of polynomials Co (x), C^ (x), C^ (x), ... by Equating coefficients of like powers of t yields 
It follows that
OCn(x)= E^l^^l/^1
5=0
and that Proof. -Clearly c^c^.-c^^ce'e^s^ce'e-^+e^^-o-e-^+e^i) 2 =e / 9 n e,_,-2e'e nl £"_,+e / e"-2 e"-E" 2 -,+£,-,s"
Substituting (4.2) for €",€"_ i, €" _ 2 and (4.3) for £", £" _ i, s,, -2 completes the proof. D
We can obtain another convenient formula for Cn C^-z -C 2 . ^ by the following method. We have where we have put h.^^+i == 0 and used the identity A,y = /^.
We have proven
THEOREM. -We havê (C^C^,-C^i)= E(^-l,n+l-^n)C^, D i=0
Next note that
7=2 i=0
Expanding the last expression yields. and write tp(t) = ^ 7^ r 1 and q(t) = ^ ^ r 1 . Now c(l/9(x)) = 9(x)/x; this is 1=1 i=o the same as saying that t = 1/9 (x) is a root of q(t)-xtp(t) = 0. Call the roots of q (t)-xtp (t), l/9i (x) (= 1/9 (x)), 1/92 (x), ..., 1/9, (x). The 9, (x) are Laurent series in 1/x (or some fractional power of 1/x), and each of these Laurent series converges for sufficiently large x. It is easy to verify that as x -» oo, the 9^ (x) approach the reciprocals of the roots of tp (t). Hence since p^ = CQ is not 0, 92 (x), 93 (x), ..., 9, (x) have finite limits as x-> oo, hence have degree ^ 0, and the number of degree 0 is deg(/?(Q); Furthermore if deg (p (t)) is r-2 or r-1 and p (t) has no repeated roots then the 9; (x) will be Laurent series in 1/x. We apply the classical partial fraction decomposition to obtain 1 ^ ^(x)
with ^ (x) = x 9; (x)/9, (x). This yields Solving the above formula for 9 (x), differentiating to get 9' (x), and using the formula €" (x) = Q\ (x) 9i (x)"+92 (x) 92 (x)", completes the proof. D and the sign of the first non-vanishing coefficient of €" C^_2~'^-i~'^w-2 C»-2/^o~1 is the sign of ^o-i,n+i~^o,"» which is -sign(5^_2). If all ^_i^+i-A^ are 0 then §n-2 = ^o~1/^' Thus, the inductive definition of the €" yields an F-sequence. Now §n-2 is an integer, hence if CQ is odd, 5^ _ 2 cannot equal ^~ ^2, and thus the F-sequence is proper. It is easy to verify that ^+ 1 d^ is integral and that for n ^ n^ c'o~1 c^ is the nearest muln-i tiple of c5~1 to -^ (4~1 c,) (cS' 1 -1 " 1^-,). Alternatively, c^1 d^ is the residue If we assume that CQ is even, n ^ HQ, and take (5.2) (mod Co) we obtain (^' d,) = -ci (Co Ci) (mod co). and Co" 1 ^ = Yn -^1 ^n' I 11 ^is calculation the c, and Co 4 ' 1 d^ are integers. As we have n=i seen, this uniquely defines the F-sequences except when CQ ^ ^i^n-i = V^-When »=i this is the case the tie-breaking rule must be used. We must determine the sign of the first non-vanishing ^_i^+i-/^ for sign (€"-€") = sign(/^-i^+i-/^). We can express the latter in terms of the djS by using (4.6). This can be simplified, and when i = 2, one obtains, for example, /n-l \ sign (^+i-^,n)= sign E ^n+i-j .
V-2 / n-1
Note that if CQ is odd or has an odd prime divisor not dividing c^ then CQ ^ c J d^-j j=i is never 1/2 and the tie-breaking rule is not needed. When CQ is even and c^ is odd, n-i then CQ ^ Cjd^-j ==1/2 only when n = 2, and then the above proof shows that j=i C2 = ^/Co+1/2.
When computing F-sequences, we may limit c^ to the range -Co/2 < c^ ^ Co/2. Indeed, let the F-sequence from no on be CQ, c^, c^, ... and as usual put More generally, given any sequence {y^ } of real numbers one could require that On = N(^_i/^_^+Y«). A similar comment applies to F-sequences. We could modify their definition to require that €" (x) = N (C^-i (^/C^ OO+y,,) for sufficiently large x.
Since the leading coefficient of €" (x)-C^_i O^/C^i (^) is ^ c^, the definition of the ŵ ould have to be modified to require that || ^ c^ -Yn || be ^ 1/2 with a special tie-breaking rule in case of equality. If y^ is irrational then, of course, no tie can occur.
